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Abstract—The concept of Mobile Web Services (Mob-WS)
is catching pace within research communities due to rapid
classification of mobile devices enabling pervasive environments.
Beside consumer oriented use cases, another aspect of utilizing
the potential of Mob-WS is to use them as computation resources
within a wireless network. Such Mob-WS are called ”In-network
Mob-WS”.

In this paper we propose an approach of using in-network
Mob-WS for better management and presentation of wireless
networks. A concept of using Mob-WS as back-end resources
for in-network computations is presented by proposing a Mob-
WS middleware hosting long-lived asynchronous services. With
a specialized focus on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), a notion
of collector nodes is introduced to perform Mob-WS based
in-network computations and collaborations enabling control,
monitoring and better representation of the network to some node
in the higher hierarchy. The In-network computation and service
oriented communication requirements are also discussed followed
by a proof-of-concept prototype and priliminary performance
evaluations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web Services deployed on mobile devices are called Mob-
WS. The concept of hosting such services on mobile nodes is
becoming significantly vital with the increasing popularity of
future pervasive and ubiquitous environments. It is not only
mobile nodes that host these services, it also innovates new
business opportunities for mobile operators by enabling them
to offer cutting edge consumer oriented services to attract
more subscribers. The service layer technologies are now
being rapidly standardized to enable future Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) based enviornments globally compatible
and integrated, like Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) and
several Web Services’ specifications. This is one way of
looking at the benefits of Mob-WS in terms of mobile nodes
being mobile phones enabling direct interaction of end user
with the service.

Another aspect of utilizing the power of these complex
services is to use them as a back-end process. This means
that Mob-WS need not necessarily be deployed on consumers’
mobile phone with an interaction interface, but on any mobile
device in the environment. Technically, this could be a mobile
node within a wireless network performing network opti-
mizations, computing network performance, sharing resources,

managing grids, forming clusters, controlling and monitoring
sensor nodes in WSN and so on. Mob-WS acting as a back-
end process implies that the direct interaction of end user with
the service is not possible. For this reason, a middleware is
required to establish an interaction layer between the back-
end Mob-WS and the end user, who in this case could be an
administrator of networked environment.

In this paper, we introduce a concept of consuming complex
back-end Mob-WS for performing in-network operations for
wireless networks. In order to establish clear and technical
understanding, we focus on a specialized use case for WSN.
In section II, we introduce in-network Mob-WS and establish
their possible relation with WSN. In section III, a proof-of-
concept is presented that validates the notion of in-nerwork
back-end Mob-WS. Finally, the section IV presents some
performance results followed by conclusion in section V.

II. IN-NETWORK MOBILE WEB SERVICES

XML Web Services are widely adapted tools for Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) due to their compliance with
XML. With the increasing mobility of Web Service consumers
due to rapid developments in mobile communication tech-
nologies, Web Services are no more restricted to be hosted
on fixed servers. Thus, these Web Services when hosted on
mobile devices are termed as Mobile Web Services (Mob-WS).
When hosted on high-power and high-storage capacity mobile
devices, the concept of Mob-WS enhances their capabilities
to be service providers as well.

In order to practically achieve the goal of hosting complex
services on mobile nodes, a Mob-WS middleware was devel-
oped [1], [2] that conforms to several existing Web Services
standard specifications [3] and state-of-the-art transport proto-
cols, like, HTTP, TCP and UDP [3], [4]. Within the scope of
this work, we use this Mob-WS middleware and its recently
extended capabilities to host long-durational asynchronous
Mob-WS [5] to demonstrate its use for complex in-network
operations. For further information about the underlying mid-
dleware, the reader is recommended to study [1], [2], [3], [5].

In order to develop strong grounds for understanding the
concept presented in this work, we focus on a specialized use
case of in-network Mob-WS for WSN. Therefore, following
sections discuss the notion in relation to WSN.



A. In-Network Computation

WSN are not just data networks with sensors being the
sources of data [6]. They are usually deployed with a goal to
fulfil specialized application and environmental needs. Since
in WSN, large number of sensors and actuators are distributed
across the network infrastructure, it is obvious for the network
to receive huge amount of raw data from its environment
which is sensed by the sensor nodes. These sensor nodes
usually have limited capabilities to store and process this
information. Due to such limitations, a concept of collector
nodes is introduced [6] that are better equipped with pro-
cessing, storage and battery capabilities when compared to
ordinary sensors. These collector nodes receive the data from
the sensors and perform complex operations and computations
according to the application needs. For details of possible in-
network computations and their recommended approaches, the
reader is refered to [6].

Adaption of such collector nodes in WSN might require
them to perform distributed computations on the sensor data
and represent the outcome to some higher hierarchy in the
network. To enable collector nodes perform such in-network
computations, there is a need to deploy an application specific
software module that is able to operate in accordance with the
requirements. This makes the collector node inflexible to be
deployed in virtually any WSN environment due to specialized
implementation of the software.

As a solution to this, we propose to deploy the Mob-WS
middleware [1], [5] on collector nodes in order to perform in-
network operations. Since the middleware provides a Mobile
Web Server capable of hosting Mob-WS, therefore, on one
hand it eases the development process of application specific
software modules as Mob-WS by providing an API to the
developers, and on the other hand makes the collector nodes
flexible to host a variety of Mob-WS with different generic and
specialized goals at the same time. In a huge infrastructure
of WSN with large number of sensors and collector nodes,
it is likely that one collector node performs computations
on the data received from many different sensors. In this
case, different Mob-WS could be deployed to tackle different
types of incoming data such as temperature, humidity and
so on, or to perform aggregated operations based on the
received information from the sensor nodes. This means that
the development and deployment of Mob-WS is based on
the application requirements, but the underlying middleware
remains the same for virtually every WSN. The core idea
presented in this section is depecited in Figure 1.

B. In-Network Service Oriented Communication

The Mob-WS middleware deployed on collector node
makes it independent of any transport protocol since it employs
Extensible Markup Language (XML) for messaging. To be
specific in terms of Mob-WS, the middleware performs SOAP
based messaging for Mob-WS invocation. Due to the neutral
behaviour of SOAP towards transport protocols, the proposed
middleware when deployed on collector nodes enable them
to communication over a variety of underlying protocols [3],
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Fig. 1. Collector Nodes Equipped with Mobile Web Services Middleware

[7] independent of their association with session, transport or
any other layer of OSI reference model. With such freedom
of transmission, collector nodes could be assigned roles in
terms of their requirements in the WSN. For instance, one
node could act as a broadcasting/multicasting node by using
the underlying UDP binding, whereas, another could be a data
transmitting node by using the reliable TCP based communi-
cation to transmit the computation results to some performance
servers. Since the proposed middleware enhances the collector
nodes to act as a web server and assigns a fixed IP address,
it is also possible to remotely access the collector node by
using the default HTTP binding for control and monitoring
their behaviour.

The in-network operations that a collector node is required
to perform directly influence its collaboration with other col-
lector nodes in the network. This implies that if an operation is
a short-durational task, the collaborating collector node could
wait for the final result from the node performing that opera-
tion (blocking call), whereas, for long-durational tasks, waiting
for the result might result in unneccessary resource allocation
and down-graded performance of collaborating node. For the
latter case, a non-blocking call with callback mechanism be-
comes a natural choice. This is however important to mention
here that the terms ”short-durational” and ”long-durational”
are relative and depends upon the requirements. Therefore,
the decision to classify a task in either of the categories is left
for the developer.

The two types of collector node operations classified ac-
cording to the time they require to complete, clearly models
the synchronous (blocking/short-durational) and asynchronous
(non-blocking/long-durational) interaction patterns. The pro-
posed middleware supports both types of interactions by clas-
sifying the hosted Mob-WS as synchronous and asynchronous.
Both types of Mob-WS could be deployed on a single collec-
tor node since the middleware is capable of identifying the
interaction based on the SOAP request. This further facilitates
handling both types of operations in parallel and collaborate
with multiple collector nodes simultaneously.

Within the scope of this work, we assume the in-network
operation to be long-lived and therefore opt for asynchronous
service interaction in our proof-of-concept implementation.
For details regarding the synchronous Mob-WS, the reader is
recommended to study [1], [7], [2]. We will later see in section



III-A3 that at the ground level, asynchronous communication
of Mob-WS also makes use of synchronous interation for mon-
itoring and control messages due to their short-lived nature.
Following section will now discuss the proof-of-concept and
its implementation in order to clearly highlight the technical
details.

III. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

The manuscript until now focused more on the understand-
ing of the concept of integrating Mob-WS for complex in-
network operations in wireless networks with WSN being a
specialized use case. In this section, the details are inclined
towards the technical aspects of the proof-of-concept. This
includes the consumption of asynchronous Mob-WS for in-
network operations, controling and monitoring the service, and
representation of outcome to some higher hierarchy in the
network. Continuing the earlier approach, the proof-of-concept
will be explained in connection to WSN use case.

A. Prototype

Consider a widely deployed WSN with several spatially
distributed sensors. Assume that for every defined set of
sensors, a collector node is deployed within the network to
collect sensor data and perform computations for that set.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume the set of two sensors
assigned to each collector node, however, in real situations
this number could vary. Each of these collector nodes is better
equipped with processing, storage and battery capabilities than
ordinary sensors and the proposed Mob-WS middleware is
deployed with asynchronous computation services hosted on
them.

The development of proof-of-concept prototype involves
three basic roles. First, the Mob-WS service for performing
computations, secondly the network observer to remotely
create, monitor and control the service, and finally the type of
communication for different kinds of requests. We call these
three basic roles, ”InNetCom Service”, ”Network Observer”
and ”Communication Patterns” respectively. Following sec-
tions discuss their corresponding details.

1) InNetCom Service: Every collector node constantly re-
ceives the environmental data from its sensors, upon which,
the InNetCom Mob-WS perform computations. The computa-
tion logic is based on the application requirements, therefore
for the proof-of-concept implementation we assume that the
InNetCom service computes the mean of sensor data (for
temperature and humidity) over a defined period of interval
(also depends upon the application requirements). Since the
data from sensors arrive at rapid pace, therefore, for our
prototype we keep the computation interval of 5 seconds.
This means that after every 5 seconds, the InNetCom service
computes the mean of new sensor data and continues this
operation indefinitely. To better observe the behaviour of such
WSN, we define an upper and lower threshold values for
each type of sensors. The threshold values are customizable
according to the application requirements.

The sensor based computation is critical and real-time
since any loss or delay of data might make it obsolete. This
constraint introduces a vital requirement for controlling and
monitoring the behaviour of collector nodes at run-time. For
this reason, the InNetCom service should be monitored in
terms of computation outcomes and if required, controlled in
terms of its data and state. The underlying middleware offers
mechanisms for such dynamic management of asynchronous
services, and thus, the deployed services implicitly inherit the
capabilities of being controlled and monitored at run-time.

Since the services are usually managed remotely by some
external node, for instance, by some remote server that keeps
track of WSN’s performance based on the computations out-
comes from collector nodes, therefore we introduce a role of
Network Observer that mimics this behaviour.

2) Network Observer: Network Observer is responsible for
the presentation of computations results and management of
InNetCom service, or collector node in general. It can be
considered as a node at some higher hierarchy that depicts
the behaviour of the network by visualizing the computa-
tion results in form of graphs, charts etc. (presentation) and
further allows control and monitoring of Mob-WS deployed
on collector nodes (management); InNetCom service in our
implementation.

The concept of Network Observer has been derived from
the specification described in [8]. In general, the Network
Observer is capable of performing three basic operations; the
service creation, service control and service monitoring

Service creation composes a process of invoking a service.
Service invocation takes place when the Network Observer
wishes to start computation on collector nodes. Once the
service is invoked, the collection of data from the sensors takes
place and the service performs corresponding computations.
Service creation is a request-response process based on SOAP
messaging. The SOAP request of the process within the
prototype implementation is depicted in Figure 2.

It can be observed from the SOAP snippet that the service
creation process makes use of Web Service Addressing [9]
in SOAP headers. Beside other benefits, it helps in message
correlation and session management in case UDP is used as a
transmission protocol [7], [3]. The element <ContextData>
defines application specific and context sensitive input data to
the InNetCom service from the Network Observer that could
be used to inform the service about its operations. For in-
stance, which sensor nodes shall the Mob-WS focus on, which
computations it has to perform in case one service provides
serveral options (mean, standard deviation, aggregation etc.),
what threshold level should be considered for each sensor
node and so on. In the same way, the service responds to the
Network Observer about its computation results by embedding
its result within the <ResultData> element, which is again
a complex data type derived from the application requirements.
At implementation level the two complex data elements are the
data representation classes that every service should provide
for a successful deployment on the underlying middleware
and is a part of service deployment process. The discussion



<SOAP:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:wsa="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing"
...>

<SOAP:Header>
<wsa:To>
http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>
http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/InNetCom
</wsa:Action><
<wsa:MessageId>

uuid:cfdd9643-ffffff2c-1fc4bec-20b457d8
</wsa:MessageId>
<wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa:Address>
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08...

</wsa:Address>
</wsa:ReplyTo>

</SOAP:Header>
<SOAP:Body>
<InNetComRequest
xmlns="urn:Services" id="o0" SOAP-ENC:root="1">
<ServiceType xmlns="" xsi:type="xsd:string">

Asynchronous
</ServiceType>
<MethodType xmlns="" xsi:type="xsd:string">

Factory
</MethodType>
<createInstanceRq xmlns="" xsi:type=":createInstanceRq">
<StartImmediately xsi:type="xsd:boolean">

true
</StartImmediately>
<ObserverEPR xsi:type="xsd:string">

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/NetworkObserver
</ObserverEPR>
...
<Name xsi:type="xsd:string">InNetCom</Name>
<ContextData xsi:type=":ContextData">

<!-- Complex Data Elements -->
...

</ContextData>
</createInstanceRq>

</InNetComRequest>
</SOAP:Body>
</SOAP:Envelope>

Fig. 2. Service Creation SOAP Request

of service deployment process is out of the scope of this
paper and the reading of [5] is recommended. In the current
prototype, the result data of computation is received by the
Network Observer after every 5 seconds from the InNetCom
service. The Network Observer then parses the data and plots it
in form of graphs for better representation and visualization of
computation results (presentation) as depicted by a prototype
screenshot in Figure 3.

After service creation, the Network Observer can keep
track of the InNetCom service by sending control and mon-
itoring messages (management). These messages are also
SOAP requests. In case of monitoring, Network Observer
can communicate with the service in order to fetch partially
computed results, inquire about its current running state or
identify current service configurations etc. It depends upon the
requirements if the service exposes partial computation results
to the Network Observer or not. In the current prototype,
we opted to expose the partial results so that more frequent
monitoring could be achieved. Whereas by sending control
messages, the Network Observer could perform operations like
changing the current state of the service, change configurations

Fig. 3. Visualization of Computation Results

as to which sensor nodes the service should focus on, reset
the threshold values and so on. All the control and monitoring
requirements are derived from the application use case. Here
we only present the concept and prototype to verify the
approach (refer to the screenshots in figure 4 and 3). For
details concerning the SOAP message structures of control
and monitoring, the study of [5] is advised.

Fig. 4. Control and Monitoring Options

In our current implementation, we presume that the Network
Observer is an external mobile node that remotely accesses the
InNetCom service for monitroing the netwok performance and
changing its behaviours. The concept is however not restricted
to this approach. The Network Observer, referred as Observer
in [5] is also a part of the underlying middleware and acts
as a client to other mobile nodes equipped with the proposed
middleware. This means that in reality, every collector node
has an Observer component that could be used to communicate
with other collector nodes in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) manner. With
the existing middleware, it is also possible for the deployed
Mob-WS to act as an Observer for other (peer) collector
nodes if required. Thus, such an approach will highly facilitate
the collector node collaboration and sharing of computational
services to perform distributed and cooperative in-network
operations, since every node is capable of monitoring and



controlling its peers. It is obvious that such collaborative in-
network computing is strongly interlinked with the application
requirements, therefore access permissions and privacy issues
vary.

3) Communication Patterns: Until now we focused on first
two major roles of the prototype, that is, the InNetCom
service and the Network Observer. However, their underlying
communication paradigm is highly vital and cannot be ignored.

It is to note that the InNetCom service runs independent
of time constraints within the middleware deployed on the
collector node. This implies that the operations of InNetCom
services could involve computation of sensor data for infinite
duration. Under such circumstances, deploying the InNetCom
service as a synchronous service is not a feasible choice.
Therefore, the InNetCom service has been implemented as an
asynchronous Mob-WS. Being an asynchronous Mob-WS, the
InNetCom service continues to perform its tasks in background
once invoked by the Network Observer. It is however vital
to note that creating an asynchronous Mob-WS does not
neccessarily mean that it is immediately invoked. With the
proposed middleware, it is possible for the Network Observer
to describe an invocation time in case the computation is not
immediately required.

Interestingly, the underlying service oriented communica-
tion with the InNetCom service is not asynchronous. It could
be easily understood by clarifying that it is the InNetCom ser-
vice which is asynchronous, not the messaging. This implies
that the fundamental messaging paradigm is still synchronous,
but it reflect an asynchronous behaviour of the service. The
reason for such an architecture is simply that the three basic
operations of the Network Observer described in section III-A2
are short-lived request-response Message-Exchange Pattern
(MEP) and hence does not require asynchronous messaging.
For instance, service creation is simply sending a SOAP
request and getting and Acknowledgment (ACK) and same
goes for monitoring and control. The only difference is the
information embedded within the SOAP envelope.

The true asynchronous communication behaviour of the
proposed middleware can be observed by enabling automated
monitoring. This means that the monitoring request is not
initiated by the Network Observer, but the InNetCom service
uses callback communication mechanism of the proposed
middleware to deliver new computation results after every 5
seconds back to the Network Observer, otherwise with a syn-
chronous service, the Network Observer would have been in a
blocked state until all service operations are completed. If the
application requirements restricts using automated monitoring,
the Network Observer can employ the polling communication
strategy of the underlying middleware for monitoring the
InNetCom service.

The concepts of communications patterns supported by the
middleware are not limited to monitoring only. It is also
possible to enable automated control and service creation.
For instance, after a certain duration, the Nerwork Observer
sends a control message to suspend the service operations
(changing state) or creates a new service on same or some

other collector node in the WSN to start new computations.
Within the current proptotype, automated monitoring and
manual control and service creation are implemented. For
detailed study of underlying communication paradigm of the
proposed middleware, [5] is a recommended reading.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance evaluation of the proposed middleware for
long-lived asynchronous Mob-WS was done in terms of pro-
cessing latencies. Two Java2 Micro Edition (J2ME) emulators
running on laptops with Intel(R) Pentium(R) M processor 2.00
GHz and 1022 MB RAM were connected via the ethernet and
a service creation request was repeatedly sent for 13 cycles.
For each request, processing latencies of underlying protocol
and service type identification, asynchronous request handling,
asynchronous SOAP message parsing and response generation
and transmission were calculated. The transport layer analysis
was already presented in [10] and therefore is not included in
these measurements.

A. Memory Footprint

The memory requirements for hosting the middleware varies
depending upon the number of Mob-WS(s) deployed and
complexity of the context and result data of the service. For
the current version of software, the core physical storage space
requirement sums up to 266.7 KB. This includes both, the syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication capabilities of the
middleware with multiple underlying transport protocols and
excludes any hosted service. Furthermore, the SOAP message
sizes for the asynchronous middleware were also computed
with context and result data of 60 bytes and including the
Web Services Addressing [9] headers, as shown in table I.
The messages that get affected by the change in size and
complexity of the context and result data of the service are
denoted by (*), whereas, all others remain intact.

Message Type SOAP Request SOAP Response
Create Service* 1,344 895
Get Factory Properties* 847 1,266
List Services 987 1,123
Get Service Properties* 847 1,328
Change State 917 887
Set Service Properties* 1,217 1,352
Subscribe 909 809
Unsubscribe 912 813
State Changed 986 809
Completed* 1,075 809

TABLE I
SOAP MESSAGE SIZES (IN BYTES) WITH 60 BYTES OF CONTEXT AND

RESULT DATA

The figures presented here are preliminary since the mid-
dleware is currently in optimization phase. For details of
architectural components, a study of [5] is recommended.

B. Processing Latencies

Results as depicted in Figure 5 show that the major
processing cost takes place during the protocol and service
type identification and response process. This is because the



underlying protocol is identified either by parsing Web Service
Addressing headers in SOAP message request (e.g. in case of
UDP [7], [3]) or by checking for HTTP headers. In order to
provide the flexibility of multiple transport protocols for ser-
vice consumption, each request has to under go such protocol
identification process since the SOAP message could change
accordingly [7], [3], [1]. The service type means synchronous
or asynchronous request. In case of synchronous requests,
the processing becomes relatively simple when compared to
asynchronous due to differences in SOAP message sizes, their
structures and complexity of architectures. Identifiying a ser-
vice type is also a process involving SOAP message parsing,
for instance as in Figure 2, looking for the <ServiceType>
and <MethodType> tags in SOAP requests.
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Similarly, all these factors count towards constructing a
response. The middleware has to take care of underlying
protocol preferred by the Network Observer and construct
the SOAP message accordingly. The transmission mechanisms
for different protocols also differ that affects the processing
latencies.

The asynchronous request handling is a process of identify-
ing if it is a creation, control or monitoring request, whereas,
the SOAP message parsing is a process of recognizing what
actions are to be performed. This also involves dealing with
the complex data elements discussed in section III-A2. It
was observed that the processing latencies of SOAP message
parsing and response generation are directly proportional to
the complexity of complex data elements, whereas the proto-
col/service identification and asynchronous request handling
latencies show a slight change. Exact ratio of change cannot
be presented with current results.

It can be easily observed that the performance on high pro-
cessing and memory enable device turned out to be promising
with maximum latency figure of aproximately 56 ms. The
performance of asynchronous Mob-WS on real devices is still
an open question and therefore a comprehensive research is
planned to be published in future.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed an approach of utilizing Mob-WS
as back-end resources for in-network distributed operations
in wireless networks that is intended towards contributing to
state-of-the-art. A transport independent Mob-WS middleware
has been proposed as a promising platform for service ori-
ented in-network computations. The idea has been explained
in depth with a focus on a specialized used case of in-
network computations for WSN. The requirements, in-network
computation and in-network service oriented communication
issues are highlighted and a solution is proposed by deploying
asynchronous Mob-WS as computation resources. The study
suggested that the use of asynchronous services provides more
freedom for network management and role-based collaboration
among different collector nodes. The concept presented is
verified by the proof-of-concept prototype along with its
priliminary performance results.
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